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Paloma Valdivia
P r e s e n tat i o n
Paloma Valdivia is a designer and illustrator with
several books published around the globe in different
languages. One of her most acclaimed books is Es así
(And so it goes, Fondo de Cultura Económica, México),
which was also published in Canada (Groundwood
books) and Switzerland (La Joie du Lire). Other titles include Duerme
negrito (Fondo de Cultura Económica, México), Sin palabras (2014),
and Los de arriba y los de abajo (Kalandraka). The English translation of
this last one (Up Above and Down Below, Owlkids Books) was reviewed
by The New York Times and Publishers Weekly, and was selected as one
of the 30 best children’s books of 2012 by the prestigious website
Childrensbooksguide.com (http://childrensbooksguide.com/bestchildrens-books-2012). As for Sin Palabras, it was recently published
in South Korea by Greenbook. Her latest book is Nosotros (Us), which
was published in 2017 by Amanuta in Spanish, and in 2018 will be
published by La Joie de Lire in French.

Work

Speechless (Sin Palabras)
This is the intimate story of the author’s pregnancy, while living
overseas. In her first graphic novel, and her first book for adults, one
of the most successful Chilean illustrators explains a transcendental
moment in her life: the transformation of her body and manners
while expecting her son. With simple lines and colors, the story is told
bluntly, avoiding all idealization, but with a lot of humor. This is an
honest book, tender and raw, and what’s most important: absolutely
idiosyncratic. Paloma, here, is at her best.

“Speechless, the most recent book by Paloma Valdivia, is the illustrated
story of her pregnancy three years ago. She tells us this experience without
prejudices, breaking all idealizations associated with pregnancy. On its
pages, with powerful yet simple lines and colors, we learn about things
that usually no one tells us. But she also shares the common experiences
of every pregnant woman, like the unavoidable fear, the hormonal
changes and its consequences, and the reactions of family and friends.”
— María Jesús Blanche (Fundación La Fuente)
“Paloma is encouraged to tell us this fantastic mutant adventure
with no prejudices, with an honest drawing, fun, intelligent and
poetic. Lucky Guillem to have a such a flying mother.”
— Isol

RI G H TS SO L D
• Spanish (Chile and México): Hueders.
• Korean: Greenbook.
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Alberto Montt
P r e s e n tat i o n
An outstanding Chilean illustrator and cartoonist,
Alberto Montt studied plastic arts and graphic design.
Since 2000 he works as an independent illustrator for
several publishing houses, advertising agencies, and
printed media from Colombia, Argentina, Venezuela,
Peru, Chile, and Spain. He has illustrated almost 35 books since 2007
and is constantly publishing cartoons in his blog called Dosis Diarias
(dosisdiarias.com), awarded by the Deutsche Welle for being 2011’s
best blog in Spanish, and registering almost 80,000 visits a day.
Several compilation books featuring the work from his blog have been
published with the same dose of humor. He has also illustrated an
immense number of books for children and Chilean classics, like the
epic poem La Araucana, written in the 16th century by Alonso de Ercilla.

Work

Annatto (Achiote)
This is the first graphic novel by Montt with 13 individual chapters,
each with a personal and real anecdote that has marked the
author’s life.

“Montt mixes apples and oranges and doesn’t ask us to choose one of
them. His books are the unusual space where opposites work together.
There, the penguin and the polar bear, coming from opposite poles
of the planet find out how exciting it is to share the same bed.”
— Juan Villoro
“I began to need ‘Daily Dose’ as a filthy junkie ... Montt’s
addictive books ruined my meetings, my friends were so hooked
on them that they stopped talking and stayed there all in silence.
We were only interrupted by our own psychotic laughs.”
— Malena Pichot
“Really, a genius.”
— Manu Arregui Biziola

RI G H TS SO L D
• Spanish (Chile and Argentina): Editorial Común.
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C atalina Bu
Diary of a Loner
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Catalina Bu
P r e s e n tat i o n
Catalina Bustos (a.k.a Catalina Bu) is a freelance
illustrator, and the author of Diary of a Loner (Diario de
un solo), a book that was so successful, that a second
volume continuing the story was released in 2015
(Catalonia. Tusquets, 2017). Besides consolidating her
work by collaborating with different brands and local magazines, she’s
dedicated to editorial illustration. She illustrated Fat Cats (Gatos gordos),
by Jani Dueñas (2012, Editorial Planeta), and in 2013 she was part of the
compilation book Illustration, the Chilean Way (Ilustración a la chilena),
published by Plop! Gallery and Ocho Libros. Last year, she published her
best activity book for children, Libro Libre (Free Book), by Hueders.
Catalina was born and raised in Concepción. When she decided to
spend the rest of her life drawing, she moved to Santiago, where she
studied Illustration at the Art and Communication Institute ARCOS, and
now she works in her Santiago based studio. You can see more of her
work at her website: catalinabu.com

Work

Diary of a Loner (Diario de un solo)
The idea of this book started on 2013, first as a webcomic where
Catalina Bu published cartoons about the everyday life of a guy who
lives alone in the big city.
Like a diary, this book portrays the everyday life of Solo (Loner), a very
special and appealing character—ironic but also tender, full of features
that makes him close and recognizable in our own urban life. After a
warm welcome by the press, the book was a Chilean best seller for two
months and has readers from all over Latin America and Spain.

“Some distracted reader could grab this book into his hands, take a look
at some pages, and think it’s about the adventures and misfortunes
of some stranger, maybe a former friend or the weird neighbor, the
one you sometimes see in the elevator. But beware, it’s a Trojan
horse. Once we go through the book, it allows us to see ourselves
in every page. She deals with fine humor and an admirable graphic
technique the topics of that little loner that we all have inside.”
— Alberto Montt, Chilean illustrator
“Loner (the protagonist of the book) reclaims this duality of
solitude and shows us that we are never alone, we simply need to
observe and have the will to discover and connect… and a good
way to start is by reading and seeing us reflected in this book.”
— Valeria González, loqueleímos.com
“The curiosity to explore its graphic dynamism was immediate. A free
stroke, without fear of being out of the norm of what is considered ‘pretty’
in graphics and a single blue tone that bathes each page, becomes alluring
at first sight. However, what really attracts is the everyday living situations
of the protagonist, and the simplicity with which they are displayed. In this
book we will not only see a lonely man, but a man happy to be alone.”
— Barón Zero, Los Eternautas

RI G H TS SO L D
• Spanish (Chile): Catalonia.
• Spanish (rest of the World): Planeta.
• Portuguese (Brasil): SISE.

C atalina Bu
Diary of a Loner 2
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Catalina Bu
P r e s e n tat i o n
Catalina Bustos (a.k.a Catalina Bu) is a freelance
illustrator, and the author of Diary of a Loner (Diario de
un solo), a book that was so successful, that a second
volume continuing the story was released in 2015
(Catalonia. Tusquets, 2017). Besides consolidating her
work by collaborating with different brands and local magazines, she’s
dedicated to editorial illustration. She illustrated Fat Cats (Gatos gordos),
by Jani Dueñas (2012, Editorial Planeta), and in 2013 she was part of the
compilation book Illustration, the Chilean Way (Ilustración a la chilena),
published by Plop! Gallery and Ocho Libros. Last year, she published her
best activity book for children, Libro Libre (Free Book), by Hueders.
Catalina was born and raised in Concepción. When she decided to
spend the rest of her life drawing, she moved to Santiago, where she
studied Illustration at the Art and Communication Institute ARCOS, and
now she works in her Santiago based studio. You can see more of her
work at her website: catalinabu.com

Work

Diary of a Loner 2 (Diario de un solo 2)
Diary of a Loner 2 continues the series started in the first volume.
Like a diary, this book portrays the everyday life of a character very
recognizable in our own life. After a warm welcome by the press, the
book was a Chilean best seller for two months and has readers from all
over Latin America and Spain.

“In the end: anyone who is alone (or has been) would recognize itself in
this fun work. That is why, this is a book to meet and recognize yourself.”
— Marco Fajard o, El Mostrador
“Loner (the protagonist of the book) reclaims this duality of
solitude and shows us that we are never alone, we simply need to
observe and have the will to discover and connect… and a good
way to start is by reading and seeing us reflected in this book.”
— Valeria González, loqueleímos.com
“The curiosity to explore its graphic dynamism was immediate. A free
stroke, without fear of being out of the norm of what is considered ‘pretty’
in graphics and a single blue tone that bathes each page, becomes alluring
at first sight. However, what really attracts is the everyday living situations
of the protagonist, and the simplicity with which they are displayed. In this
book we will not only see a lonely man, but a man happy to be alone.”
— Barón Zero, Los Eternautas

RI G H TS SO L D
• Spanish (Chile): Catalonia.
• Spanish (rest of the World): Planeta.

Lola Larra and
Vicente Reinamontes
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Lola Larra and Vicente Reinamontes
P r e s e n tat i o n
Lola Larra was born in Santiago, grew up
in Caracas, and worked for many years
as a journalist in Madrid, where she
collaborated with El País, Rolling Stone, and
Vogue. She has published several books,
both in Spain and in Chile. Nowadays, Lola is living in Santiago, where
she runs a small yet wonderful publishing house: Ediciones Ekaré Sur.
Vicente Reinamontes is a Chilean designer and illustrator. His work
focuses on visual communication and creative direction. Vicente has
worked for renowned agencies and magazines around the globe and
has illustrated several books. You can find out more about his work
at http://www.reinamontes.com/

Work

South of Alameda (Al sur de la Alameda)
In 2006, Chilean students revolutionized the country: they occupied
their schools and took over the streets in order to protest over the
unfair educational system. This graphic novel tells the story of that
time from the perspective of a smart teenage boy who finds himself
in the middle of it all. Written as a personal diary and filled with
awe-striking illustrations, South of Alameda is one of the best works of
fiction published in Chile in the last decade. It manages to not only
give an honest and exhilarating testimony of a woke student, but also
to stretch the limits of the genre: its formal construction —the way
images and text complement each other— is nothing like what has
been done before.

“An exiting and vital book that touches a subject matter scarcely
elaborated in young adults literature: student protests, vindication, and
a tough, violent police.... This is a great read that I truly recommend.”
— Pep Bruno
“A provocative and fun work for both boys and girls.”
— El Clarín
“Lola Larra has looked after every detail, after each dialogue,
after each complex character, and after each scenario, in order
to charge the narrative voice with emotion and truth.”
— Mercedes Brugarolas

RI G H TS SO L D
• Spanish (Latin America and Spain): Ekaré.
• Italian: Edicola.
• Korean: Dolbegae.

Carlos Reyes and
R odrigo Elgueta
The Years of Allende
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Carlos Reyes and Rodrigo Elgueta
P r e s e n tat i o n
Rodrigo Elgueta is a Chilean illustrator, who has
worked for several publishing houses, such as
Salo, Arrayán, and SM Ediciones. Besides The
Years of Allende, he also published the comic
book, Lemur Dragon, and is the editor of Platino
magazine. He’s had exhibitions both in Chile and in Spain. You can find
out more about his work at: http://rodrigoelguetacomic.blogspot.com/
Carlos Reyes is a scriptwriter and a graphic novel expert who’s
published several comic books, such as Heredia Detective (Lom, 2011)
and How to live an earthquake (Amanuta, 2011). He also founded
www.ergonomics.cl, an art collective that focuses on graphic novels,
interviewing authors and reviewing the latest releases of the genre.
Carlos has also worked as an editor and has his own publishing house,
Feroces Editores.

Work

The Years of Allende (Los años de Allende)
When on September 4, 1970, Salvador Allende got the necessary
votes to become President of Chile, the most intense (1000) days in
the history of the country began. To some, Chile had just become an
unprecedented example of democratic and popular socialism, but there
were others —the most privileged classes of the nation and some strong
forces abroad— who were radically against the new government, and
they were willing to do everything to overthrow it. A battle had begun.
John Nitsch, an American journalist, found himself in the middle of
it all. Trying to remain objective, while at the same time falling in love
with a left-wing woman, John looked for ways to report the complexity
of the time from an outsider point of view. But in those days that was
impossible —he, too, got involved in it all.

“The Years of Allende is truly a great graphic
novel, both thrilling and engaging.”
— Claudia Pezzoti
“This is one of the most important works of the last few years.”
— Joaquín Bustamante
“Rodrigo Elgueta doesn’t just copy the historic images of Allende
and of Pinochet’s coupe that a lot of us already have engraved in our
minds. He activates new angles and points of view, he uses details as
evidence, and he displays a concatenation of strategic images very well
articulated in the symbiosis that is proposed by the graphic novel.”
— Úrsula Starke

RI G H TS SO L D
• Spanish (Chile, Mexico, and Argentina): Hueders.
• Spanish (Spain, Ecuador, Venezuela, and Colombia):
La Oveja Roja.
• Catalan: La Oveja Roja.
• Italian: Edicola.
• Turkish: Yordam Kitap.

